CenterCard + Center Expense

for Professional Services

The Way Expensing
Should Work

Work smarter with on-the-go expensing, streamlined
approvals, and customizable controls
“Center is a very
user-friendly,
streamlined app. Users
like it better and are
more willing to update
expenses quickly.“

Rodney V,  
Mid-Market 
(Verified G2 Review)

Connected Corporate Credit Card 

and User-Friendly Mobile App

Expense Management Software 

with Real-Time Spend Insights

SIMPLICITY


VISIBILITY


CLARITY


Arm your team with
CenterCard® and the
Center mobile app to
capture receipts and key
expense details like client
and project number.


Know where every project
stands with real-time
reporting—no more cost
overruns that can affect the
bottom line.


Configure Center the way
you want, with custom fields
to match your expense
policies and processes, and
say goodbye to manual
transaction coding.


Easily create purchasing
cards for office expenses
and recurring transactions
like subscriptions and dues.


About Center


Track all billable travel and
project expenses quickly
and accurately. Print PDF
receipt documentation for
easy client invoicing


Create dynamic approval
workflows to route expenses
to project leads or regional
managers based on any field. 





 


Our goal is to help organizations thrive by making the most out of every dollar —and
hour—spent. Center’s integrated corporate card and expense software is a complete
system for managing expenses. Sign up for a demo at getcenter.com/demo.
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More Time for Your Clients
Simplify expense reporting, see spend as it happens, and
know where every project stands.
On-the-Go Expensing

Empower your team to make and
submit expenses wherever work
takes them and eliminate the
need for reimbursements.

Accurate Project Costing

Capture expense details quickly
and accurately with customizable
fields to keep projects on budget.

Manage Spend with P-Cards

Easily create and manage
purchasing cards for dues,
overhead, subscriptions, and
office expenses.

Customizable Policy Controls

Track expenses exactly the way
you want. Create approval
workflows to automatically route
expenses based on any field.

Real-Time Reporting

Share insights about spending by
project, client, and regional office
with project managers and
executives.

Billable Expense Tracking

Know where you stand on billable
expenses and create printable
PDFs of transactions and receipts
for client invoicing.

work smarter with CenterCard + CEnter Expense

getcenter.com

Spend time on clients, not your expenses. Learn more at getcenter.com.

